
Work schedule – Welcome to Ireland      RL 3, unit 5 
 

                             
Task 1:20.04.2020 

Describe the pictures 1 – 5 in your book on pages 94/95 and look up the new 

vocabularies on p. 203. Write down the sentences of ex. 2. Be careful: You have 

to correct the wrong ones      .  

Now search on the Internet for 2 pictures about Ireland and describe them. 

Think of the former vocabularies for describing pictures (e.g. “in the fore-

/background – on the left/right – in the upper left-hand corner…“) 

 

Learn and write down the new vocabularies (+ additional vocabularies p. 95!) 

 

Task 2: 21.04.2020 

Read the dialogue “At home with the O´Brians“ twice (2x) aloud and look up the 

new vocabularies (p. 204). Perhaps you can read it to your brother/sister or 

parents       Answer the questions in ex. 2a and describe Leo´s problems (ex. 2b). 

 

Don´t forget to write down and learn the new vocabulary!  

 

Take photos of your work with your mobile and send it to me via e-mail: 

fre.rsbh@gmail.com. Afterwards you will get a feedback 😊 

 

Task 3: 23.04.2020 

Look at the picture in ex. 4 and create a mind map to things for a trip and do ex. 

4b.  

Look at the comparison of the grammar tenses ‘present progressive – simple 

present‘, write down the green box into your grammar folder and do the task 

‘test yourself‘ G13.  

Practise the grammar with ex. 7, 8a and 8b and write them down.  

Go on working in your workbook. Start with the first pages of unit 5 up to the 

exercises of grammar tenses.  

 

Again… Take photos and send it to me for correction.  

 

Now practise your grammar skills on the website: https://www.englisch-

hilfen.de/exercises_list/alle_grammar.html  
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Click „Zeitformen – Gegenüberstellungen“ and do exercises N° 4410, 4412, 4414 

 

Task 4: 27.04.2020 

Have a look at the possessive pronouns on p. 165 again. Write down the “test 

yourself“ sentences G14 and practise them in ex. 9a,b in your book on p. 99.  

Complete your mind map of 23rd April with extra vocabularies on p. 207.  

 

Now practise your grammar skills on the website: https://www.englisch-

hilfen.de/exercises_list/alle_grammar.html Click „Pronomen“ and do exercises 

N° 3128, 3130, 3132. 

 

You are staying with an Irish host family and your friend is in town, you are at 

home. Write a nice text message dialogue – be creative  

 
 

Send your results via e-mail.  

 

 

Task 5:  28.04.2020                                                           

Read the dialogue “Getting around in Dublin“ on p. 100 in the following order:  

1st: Read it just to yourself  

2nd:  Read the dialogue again with the method ‘Read and look up‘ step 1 (p. 172)  

 

Now write 5 sentences as a little summary (Inhaltsangabe) of the dialogue. 

 

Do the exercises 2 and 3 but you needn´t have to write them down        

 

But don´t forget to write down and learn the new vocabulary! 

 

A special task: Write down 25 vocabularies of p. 203-205 where you think 

they are the most important!  

(You are the teacher now and would like to create a vocabulary test for the 

other pupils…Please write them on a sheet of paper).  

 

 

Send your results via e-mail.       
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Task 6: 30.04.2020 

Look at the grammar part G15, p. 166 and have a close look at the modal verbs. 

Practice the ‘test yourself‘ exercise orally and check your answers on p. 167. 

Check your “test yourself“ exercises G13 and G14 as well!  

 

Now work on the exercises 6-9 on p. 102/103. Please write everything down into 

your exercise book (ex. 7 too!). 

 

Read the text “A different kind of gold“, look up the unknown vocabularies and 

do shortly ex. 3-5.  

Let´s start a “running dictation“ 😊 Put a sheet of paper with a pen at the other 

end of your room. Now read the first sentence of the passage line 3-12. Just 

one sentence!!! Then you go to your paper sheet and write the sentence down. 

That´s what you should do sentence for sentence until it is finished.  

 

In the end choose one task of ex. 6 p. 105 – either you write your own poem or 

you prepare a 1-minute-presentation (see p. 168). 

 

Don´t forget to write down and learn the new vocabulary and send your 

results via e-mail for corretion.  

 

 

Task 7: 

Create a poster of Ireland. 

 

Task 8: See p. 106 and do ex. 1,2 

 

Task 9: Extra training p. 110/111  

 

Task 10:  

 

DO THE REST OF THE UNIT 5 WORKBOOK EXERCISES!  

 

 

Notes: 

- Tasks with * are additonally, your are free to do… 

- The dates are just a recommendation (Empfehlung) 

- Tick every task that is done  and write down the true date! 

- You can´t mix the order of exercises! Start with task 1 and go on with 2,… 

- If you need help you can ask your colleages or you can write an e-mail to 

your teacher: fre.rsbh@gmail.com  
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Enjoy the work schedule and learn more about Ireland       

 

 

 
 

 

Stay healthy, I am looking forward to 

seeing you again soon!  
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